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1 The Role of an Advisory Board in DATA SIM 
 
The Advisory Board we installed in the DATA SIM project is a multi-disciplinary board which was 
composed in order to guide the scientific institutions mainly from the applications’ perspective. With 
this effort, we want to add a clear application layer to this OPEN-FET project (which is normally mainly 
driven by fundamental research).  
 
The DATA SIM Advisory board was restricted to maximum size of 7 members due to financial 
constraints. The board consists of 6 board members (the 7th member agreed to participate but 
cancelled at the last moment due to personal reasons) and is formed by representatives from external 
companies, governments, and from the application domain (electric vehicles and the energy sector). A 
short curriculum vitae of the board members has been given in section 3.  
 
The board members were approached via email by means of a formal invitation letter in the first year 
of the project. More details can be found in the first year advisory board meeting report. For this 
second board meeting, the members were informed in advance about the project updates since the 
beginning of the year 2 and they were asked to join the second advisory board meeting in Greece. All 
work package leaders gave detailed presentations followed by an interactive discussion with the 
advisory board members. 

  



 
 

 

2 Advisory Board Meeting Programme  

 

Second Advisory Board Meeting 

Tuesday, 21 May 2013 

Piraeus Theoxenia Hotel,  
23 Karaoli & Dimitriou Str.,  
Piraeus 185 31 Athens, 
Greece 

 

 

 13:00 - 14:30: Advisory Board Meeting 

  Presentations by WP 1 & WP 2 leaders 

  Feedback from the Advisory Board 

 14:30 - 14:45: Coffee break 

 14:45 - 16:15: Advisory Board Meeting (Cont.) 

  Presentations by WP 3 & WP 4 leaders 

  Feedback from the Advisory Board 

 16:15 - 16:30: Coffee break 

 16:30 - 17:30: Advisory Board Meeting (Cont.) 

  Presentations by WP 5 & WP 6 leaders 

  Feedback from the Advisory Board 

 

 20:00 – 22:00: Dinner (offered by the consortium to the advisory board members) + Networking 

 

  



 
 

 

3 Advisory Board Members 

 

Carlo Mol 

Carlo Mol graduated as engineer on electricity-electronics in 1991. He has always been active in 
different research institutes in Belgium (Sirris, Flanders’ DRIVE and VITO), respectively as a 
technological advisor, account manager and  project developer. Setting up new projects and making 
“the bridge” between research and industry has always been the main driver. Innovations in e-mobility 
is his main interest by looking at this domain from a broad perspective : electric vehicles, new mobility 
concepts, smart grids and smart cities. He worked for 7 years in the Flemish Competence Centre for 
the vehicle industry, supporting the local OEM’s and supplier in their innovation process toward new 
innovative products. One of the main research topics was clean powertrains. Since 2009, he started 
working at VITO as project developer on smart grids and e-mobility. Within this function he has been 
working in different national, European and international projects on e-mobility. Since September 2011 
he became the coordinator of the Programme Office for the Flemish Living Lab Electric Vehicles. For 
the next 3 years, he will be responsible to follow-up and support the activities within the “Flemish 
Living Lab Electric Vehicles” and will be a first point-of-contact for other interested stakeholders. 

Other ongoing activities : 

- Member of Steering group for the Belgian “National Masterplan for Electric Mobility” 
- Co-chair of the Green eMotion “External Stakeholder Forum” 

 

Pedro González 

Pedro González is an expert in policy and energy regulation with an extensive experience in 
regulation, competition and litigation matters and in all those aspects that are related to the transition 
from electricity regulated to liberalised markets. He is presently working for the Spanish Association of 
Electricity Utilities (UNESA) in the Direction of Regulation and Economics, focused on the measures to 
be adopted for the continous development of the electricity regulation and competition promotion in 
the liberalised market. Prior to joining UNESA, he was Adviser to the Secretary of State for Energy, in 
the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce, specialised in electricity regulation, nuclear matters, 
coal subsidies, tariff setting processes, auctions, EU State aids, economic support to legal processes, 
energy planning and design of renewables remuneration schemes. Before joining the Secretary of 
State, he acquired ample experience in consultancy for more than 10 years, with projects that included 
assessment to a wide range of public and private companies, multilateral institutions (the World Bank, 
EBRD, or EIB) in many countries like Spain, Portugal, Italy, Poland, Russia, Turkey, Armenia, Cape 
Verde, Vietnam or the European Commission. 

Pedro graduated from Carlos III University (Madrid, Spain) holding a B.Sc. in Economics, and has 
received a specialisation course in Energy Sector Economics, while he also holds a M.Sc. in Industrial 
Economics from Carlos III University specialised in Transport Economics in the University of Leeds. 

 

Sjef Moerdijk 

Sjef Moerdijk graduated in 1986 as a Traffic Engineer at National Traffic Academy in Tilburg. After this 
he worked in 1988 and 1989 as a data analyst in two commercial companies. In 1990 he returned 
back to traffic engineering and worked almost two years on municipal and regional level as a 
consultant. From 1991 he expanded his experience to national scale, working from then until now at 
Rijkswaterstaat (the national road authority in The Netherlands), combining functions with several 
aspects of traffic engineering: design, research, information technology and innovation. He combined 
this with his graduation as Human Geographer at Utrecht University in 1994. Between 2000 and 2007 
he developed his management skills in Rijkswaterstaat as head of the department Basic traffic and 
transport information. From 2007 he returned to traffic engineering, mainly leading projects on the 



 
 

 

interface between road characteristics and the behaviour and satisfaction of road users. To develop 
his critical thinking he graduated in 2011 as Bachelor of Arts in philosophy at Erasmus University 
Rotterdam. 

 

Cor Dierckx 

Cor Dierckx is a Civil Engineer Architect, Master Urban Development and Spatial Planning. Since the 
mid-1970s he has been working in the field of spatial planning, traffic and transport on different levels 
(local, municipal, provincial, regional, international) and this both as a scientific researcher and as an 
advisor. He is professionally involved with the creation of the spatial master plan for Flanders and the 
creation of the (draft) Mobility Plan for Flanders. As a specialized contractual worker at the Department 
of Mobility and Public Works, Cor Dierckx has been sent on secondment to the Cabinet of the Flemish 
Vice Minister President of the Flemish Government and the Flemish Minister for Employment, 
Education and Training and to the Cabinet of the Flemish Minister for Mobility, Social Economy and 
Equal Opportunities. Cor Dierckx is a lecturer of traffic planning and transportation sciences, at the 
Faculty of Applied Economic Sciences of Hasselt University. He also teaches traffic research and 
traffic planning at the Provincial Technical Teacher Training College for Transportation Sciences, and 
at the Limburg Province Teacher Training College., Campus Diepenbeek and furthermore teaches 
traffic engineering and traffic planning at the Erasmus University College in Brussel. In addition, he is 
also a member of the Executive Board of the Flemish Foundation for Traffic Knowledge. 

 

Zoltan Nochta 

Zoltán Nochta received his Ph.D. at the University of Karlsruhe where he conducted research in the 
area of secure access control mechanisms and cryptography applications in distributed systems. At 
SAP Research, he is mainly dealing with problems related to service orientation and security within 
ubiquitous computing environments. Currently he is mainly working on a new service provisioning 
business model for SAP related to the Internet of Things, called SAP Global IoT Services. He is 
Deputy Director of the Research CEC in Karlsruhe and managing the group called Cluster 1 that 
focusses on Smart Items, Security & Trust and Future Energy.  

Zoltán Nochta is Director of the SAP Research Center in Karlsruhe, Germany. He has been working 
on Internet of Things technologies and applications in future ubiquitous business processes.He is 
deeply involved in international research activities and SAP development projects.Zoltán received his 
Ph.D. at the University of Karlsruhe where he conducted research in the area of applied cryptography 
in distributed systems. 

 

Tina Martino 

Graduated in Computer Science, Tina has spent more than 23 years working in Telecommunication, 
ICT and Wireless Solutions (internet of the things). At the moment she has the responsibility to drive 
the Octo Telematics research & development to enhance new areas and technologies for Insurance 
Telematics and Mobility Area and to harmonize Octo offering worldwide (Insurance Telematics 
solutions mainly based on driving behavior, crash management for frauds reduction, E/B call services, 
traffic forecast etc). She also covers the role of Program Manager and member of the Steering 
Committee of Pegasus, a project at its third and final year, cofinanced by Italian Ministry of Innovation. 
The project involves 14 Italian Universities and other companies and is mainly focused on sustainable 
mobility in urban area (traffic monitoring and forecast, safety, green driving, smart navigations etc).  

During the last three years she has been the head of IT program management area with the goal to 
deploy platforms  of services for the insurances and manage the changes during all the projects 
lifecycle. In the past, she has worked in Siemens Wireless Modules as responsible for M2M solutions 
gaining  innovative projects on the international market and working on the strategic partnership to 
build the Italian network of business partners. She has also worked at the beginning of her 



 
 

 

professional career as network architect in Telecom Italia, the incumbent Italian Telco, and after  
increasing her experience in sales and business development for Key Customers, mainly addressing 
emerging ICT solutions to push innovation on verticals industries. 

 

 

  



 
 

 

4 Main Results from the Second Advisory Board Meeting 

The second Advisory Board (AB) meeting had a bit different pattern as compared to its first version. 
This is a logical step because board members had to present about their research interests during the 
first meeting which was obviously not required for the second meeting.  

In this meeting all work packages (WPs) were presented by the WP leaders and discussed with the 
members of the project team. The presentations were technical and contained the up-to-date 
information on the progress of each WP. Furthermore, the presentations also focused on the 
challenges each WP face, both from the research point of view and from the applications’ point of 
view. The meeting took place in an informal setting and both during the presentations as during a 
separate discussion moment, several interesting points have been raised by the advisory board.  

Please note that the complete AB meeting was recorded for reference purposes. A raw transcription 
(based on the audio recording) can be found as attachment 6.1. 

 

General remarks: 

 First of all the AB has experienced that DATASIM as a project is very good organized and 

found it to pleasant to be a part of it. The project in general is quite challenging and goal-

oriented. For instance in context of WP1 the AB observed that one valuable result is the 

integration huge amounts of mobility data . The contribution to ‘normalization / standardization’ 

can be pursued to define ‘open’ interface for Third Parties Data Providers to enhance different 

scenarios of simulations, once the project will be completed.    

 In the meeting the AB had the opportunity to give direct feedback to the members and their 

corresponding WPs. The AB finds that at this moment and stage of the project (May 2013) all 

WPs are showing the fruits of the scientific research that has been done so far. Some WPs 

show full fruits (‘ready to harvest’). Other WPs show fruits that still need a ‘warm autumn 

season’ to become valuable to their maximum potential.  

 

Concrete recommendations and clear outcomes of the meeting:  

Apart from specific advices for the individual WPs, the general advice at this stage of the project 
DATASIM (May 2013) concern three themes: 

 Repository Management - The integration of the huge amount of data itself is already 

mentioned. Next to the data level all WPs could find better integration on description and 

results level if a common understanding and usage of behavioural parameters in all WPs 

could be developed. Parameters such as ‘trip’, ‘stops’, ‘chains’ etc. should be for instance 

consistent through all the WPs to understand the full potential of results and findings of 

DATASIM. Not exactly the same but of the same importance and potential the AB underlines 

the importance of a repository with more or less standard descriptions. For instance the used 

data architecture and meta-data descriptions for all data sets (large ones as well as small 

ones) used in the WPs. This makes clear which activities have been exploited to integrate 

results of the WPs. It will also improve the understanding of the results of combinations of ‘Big 

Data’ sets with small ‘intelligent’ samples as launched as one of the goals of DATASIM.  

<A similar remark was given by the AB during the first AB meeting. The consortium 

strongly agrees with this comment from the AB, although this was not a formal 



 
 

 

deliverable. As a result consortium made a dictionary of common terminologies this 

year in response to the AB recommendation and the consortium hopes to continue 

using it in the coming year. Please see section 6.2 for more information.> 

 

 Decision process - For a higher acceptance of the used methods and outcomes of the 

research activities it will be fruitful to make explicit which choices (and the reasons for these 

choices) have been made during the process of DATASIM. For instance: why use certain data 

sources in favour of other comparable data sources, why state that certain activities like 

carpooling can be interpreted as ‘representative’ for behavior in the domain of Electric Vehicle 

use.  

<Although it is not always common to achieve and realize an application level in a FET-

OPEN project, it is an ambition of the consortium to construct at least one study area 

where the integrated set of techniques, algorithms etc. will be demonstrated as a show 

case to demonstrate the scientific outcome and scientific relevance of the project. The 

consortium choose all complete data sources that were easy to access and share 

between all partners. More details for the choices made can be found in DLV1.1.  

As far as the use of carpooling application is in question, the consortium strongly 

believes that it shares many common (agent-based) characteristics such as 

communication, coordination and negotiation with easy access to data. In principle, the 

algorithms developed using the carpooling application as a example can easily be 

applicable to EV scenario. More details about this can be found in DLV8.1 and DLV3.1.> 

 

 Integration - For a good finish of the project DATASIM AB suggests more interaction and 

enrichment between the WPs and their outcomes. As we noticed in the AB meeting quite a lot 

of discussion between WPs on important practical issues happened during the AB meeting. A 

good finish does not exclude discussions between work package outcomes, on contrary, in 

science discussion is crucial. But the character of these discussions were at this stage (i.e. 

until May 2013) for a large part practical which meant less time available for more fundamental 

discussions in the context of the goals of DATASIM. The AB advices that the project takes 

enough time to create interaction between WPs and their outcomes to tackle the practical 

issues and to create also the opportunity to have practical as well as more fundamental 

discussions between WPs and maybe even with the AB. Of course as far as possible and 

useful, since the AB does not qualify as highly trained and educated in the field of research of 

DATASIM as the project team. 

<The consortium appreciates this comment and thank the AB for the useful 

recommendations. During the second year of the project the consortium already have 

much more joint publications and a number of interactions on both technical and 

conceptual levels resulting a number of joint high-level publications. The details of the 

collaborations, publications and other joint initiatives can be found in DLV8.2> 

 



 
 

 

Lastly, the AB also mentioned to seek as much as possible collaboration with other relevant 
projects like Green eMotion to share experiences on data collection and data analysis. The AB is 
confident that the project team of DATASIM will be able to incorporate these suggestions / 
feedback in their activities in the next project stages and looks forward to the next upcoming 
results and interaction with the project team. 

<The consortium finds the remark of the board legitimate and is going to closely follow 

the developments which are ongoing in the projects such as Green eMotion and 

possibly exchange information with each other. Furthermore, in order to take a prompt 

and concerete action the project coordinator with his team participated in the  EU 

Electromobility Stakeholder forum which is an event co-organized between the Green 

eMotion External Stakeholder forum and the FREVUE project from 24 – 25 June 2013 in 

Brussels. The team had an interesting talk with several of the Electromobility forum 

members with strong support between the two bodies in terms of data exchange, 

sharing experiences and knowledge.> 

5 References 
 

Green eMotion. Available in http://www.greenemotion-project.eu/ 

6 Attachments 

Here below you can find the audio transcription of the second Advisory Board meeting.  

6.1 Transcription of the Second Advisory Board Meeting 

Text produce by Luk Knapen and Ansar Yasar (IMOB) dd 2013-jun-03 from recorded DataSIM 
Advisory Board Meeting Question and Answers session (2013-may-21, Pireaus).  

WP1 (Presentation by Nikos) 

1. Someone raises the question about data to be stored in the repository created in WP1. It is 
stated that is very difficult to get large datasets. Some companies own such sets but do not 
make them available. Fosca mentions the large dataset made available by OctoTelematics. 
Yannis asks for semantic trajectories to be stored in the repository. Fosca explains that GPS 
data are available and needs some further attention. As soon that is ready, they will be made 
available for storage in the repository. 

2. Carlo mentions the 'Green E-Motion project'. That consortium has 42 partners. In the WP1 
they collect datasets about as much European projects and pilots as possible. They are 
required to work with regions not officially involved in their project. On 2013-jun-24-25, they 
will organize their "External Stakeholder Forum" in Brussels. This is open to every interested 
party. Carlo suggests that DataSIM will be present at that meeting in order to try to exchange 
data. The principle is "exchange"; you give something (data, results), you get something. 
Carlo will send the agenda to DataSIM (via Luk). WP1 coordinator is IREC, Spain. Data are 
about behavior but most are EV related. 

3. Carlo asks whether the annotated trajectories to be stored in the repository can be generated 
automatically. Fosca explains that this is not yet true and there is ongoing progress to achieve 
this goal under the flag of WP2. 

http://www.greenemotion-project.eu/


 
 

 

WP2 (Presentation by Fosca) 

1. Carlo wonders whether the data mentioned are representative. Fosca explains that several 
steps have to be taken (1) What can we learn from the data? (2) Are the results 
representative? She mentions the example where CNR annotated GSM data and produced 
OD-matrices.  

2. Sjef asks why Fosca mentioned (in the presentation) that Facebook data were not analyzed : 
is that a principle point ? Fosca mentions that social media research is being conducted but 
that their group did not use them in the DatSIM project yet. Salvo explains that Flickr, 
foursquare, Twitter, etc provide an API to access their data but that Facebook does not do so. 
Fosca suggests that it could be possible to derive behavioral results relevant for the simulator 
from Facebook e.g. by finding behavioral evolution over the year. The only issue here is that 
the consortium is only interested in real and not virtual (or possibly not real) behaviour. 
Therefore, in the beginning of the project, we did not consider using social network data and it 
is also not a part of DLV 1.1; exactly because we had concerns at that time to determine 
whether the data reflected real or virtual behaviour. 
 

 

WP3 (Presentation Luk) 

1. Sjef asks why 'carpooling' and 'EV' are related? Luk explains that both 'carpooling' and 'EV 
charging' can require people to adjust their agenda (schedule); the common topic is 
'rescheduling'. 

2. Carlo states that modeling multi-modality is notoriously difficult (more difficult than modeling 
carpooling) and asks why we are trying to do so. Luk explains that the simulator is used to 
analyze TDM (Traffic Demand Management) and that modeling multi-modality is required from 
realistic and sufficiently detailed TDM scenarios. 

3. Carlo mentions the 'Olympus Living Lab' managed by the NMBS (Belgian Railway operator). 
In that platform focus is on multi-modality, vehicle-sharing, electro-mobility. The project 
provides an app tp plan the complete E-Bike/E-Car/Train trip. The aim is to stimulate 
"networked mobility". The project runs till end 2014 and is now collecting data. All participants 
in this "proeftuin" do produce logs that can be interesting. Fosca suggests to try to setup a 
meeting with this platform and asks whether it is related to the 'Mobile Ghent' project. Nobody 
in the meeting knows. UGent wrote the app for the Olympus project. It is suggested to setup a 
meeting with this group either during the summer-school week or later (because data will 
come available by the end of the year). 

4. Luk explains the idea of the Sparrow application by IMOB. It registers diaries for people who 
are traveling one of the EV made available for a period of 3 consecutive weeks by a Living 
Lab lead by Infrax. 

5. Gennady mentions a project by Univ. Namur that provides an app that automatically fills the 
extensive set of forms to request refunding when your train was late. The app seems to be 
successful (3k users) and could provide an interesting dataset. 

6. Fosca aks to identify each dataset by a name and asks for an update of the list of available 
datasets. 

7. Fosca suggests to organize a meeting with industrial partners. Carlo suggests to contact the 
group that is in charge for monitoring and data analysis in the Living Lab projects.  

WP4 (Presentation Christine/Daniel) 
1. Carlo suggests to have an example country that has a very detailed road charging data and 

suggests Singapore for validation. Christine explains that each test-bed partner is trying to 
have a simulated data and validate it with real data as it is very difficult to have all required 
data for one specific region.  

2. Fosca explains that we are going to learn a model from one region and apply it on another 



 
 

 

region.  

3. Carlo suggests to have a common explanation about different terminologies such as a trip, a 
tour, etc. He gives the example of the living labs where a new trip starts if a user stops for 
more than 15 min. This ensures a fair comparison and a similar outcome within the 
consortium.  

4. Fosca agrees with Carlo and suggests that we need to have such common definitions. These 
will help in cleaning things and making results synchronized. 

WP5 (Presentation Irith) 

1. Fosca asks Irith if they have a study on how to deal with large graphs. Irith replies that we are 
now investigating their approach on small graphs and then they plan to apply the same 
heuristics on larger data sets.  

2. Luk asks if the heuristics depend on the number of vertices. Irith replies that is doesn’t matter. 
Luk thinks that some heuristics should work better for large numbers. Irith replies that she is 
looking at the complexity. E.g., in the problem of weighted matching in general there is linear 
algorithm heuristics that does a factor of half.  

3. Fosca suggest that her carpooling approach is different (data-driven) as they look for groups 
of people who for which it applies better than other. They are experimenting with 40,000 
agents. They filter-out the relevant groups out of the whole population in a data-driven 
approach. 

4. Luk describes the similarity measures (time similarity, profile similarity and path similarity) that 
we use in their agent-based carpooling model. These measures are provided to WP5 as a part 
of their data and they become the weight of the edges. These weights are used with different 
thresholds for graph partitioning.  

5. Daniel Keren explain to Fosca that their approach of portioning the bigger population into 
smaller graphs for matching works but it will not be optimal as compared to working with the 
graph of the whole population. Fosca replies that their approach / focus is different than the 
Daniel’s approach. Irith replies that a solution to break a bigger graph to smaller graphs is 
based on Luk’s explanation of using higher thresholds.  

6. Daniel Keren explains that their goal is not only to partition but also to use / develop 
parallelization algorithms that can handle millions of nodes. Fosca comments that this seems 
like a maximization problem and Daniel replies that they are working on techniques that can 
work on connected graphs as well.   

WP6 (Presentation Jesus) 

1. OctoTelematics asks if in the evaluation of the electric grid scenarios WP6 considering the 
mobility zones as an output of the simulator. Luk replies that this is not the output of the 
simulator but we use mobility zones as inputs.  

2. OctoTelematics suggests that it would be interesting to know the impact of the electric cars on 
individual level to evaluate the electric-mobility in specific areas. Luk replied that they used  
Feathers schedules containing all mobility information of individuals, market share information 
and other statistics to compute power demand (as a function of time) in each zone and 
provided this information to Jesus for further analysis.  

3. Fosca asks if Luk provides collection of sets of consumption of electricity. Jesus replied that 
they provide each mobility zone with its power demand. Luk replies that they provide the 
scenarios and generated power demand minute by minute to Jesus.  

4. Pedro appreciates the results presented by Jesus about the total national capacity, 
introduction of electric vehicles and the electric grid. Pedro further explains that he 



 
 

 

understands the Jesus wants to compute impact on the distribution network when electric 
vehicles charging at a particular place at the same time. Pedro would like to know / see the 
impact of electric vehicles on the grid when they are giving back the energy to cover all the 
specific cases / scenarios in WP 6.  He suggests that these results will not only relevant for 
research purposes (Feathers) but also to electric vehicle and energy producers.  

5. Fosca asks if Jesus can incorporate & computer the effects of the micro electricity generators 
on grid. Jesus replied this would be possible.  

6. Pedro suggests that in case of the V2G it would be interesting to see the integration of the 
renewable energy sources with the grid. He suggests that it would be interesting to see / 
calculate the mobility behavior of electric car users from a renewable energy integration point-
of-view. For example, based on some incentives (e.g. monetary) would the electric car users 
can be flexible with their mobility patterns / schedules.  

7. Fosca suggests that we should also be able to compute the effect of this not-so-constant 
electricity production (by electric cars). Pedro agrees with the suggestion and discusses about 
the different level of granularity (e.g. second by second) of measurements.  

8. Pedro suggests that EU is emphasizing on these renewable energy concepts (e.g. solar, 
wind). If this type of energy can be stored then it can help meet the demand at peak times and 
also help reduce the electricity prices.  

9. Carlo suggests that with renewable energy we would have to deal with some extra 
optimization constraints on the grid i.e. when to take the energy from such sources and when 
to cut it down. Such an approach is also very useful for day-ahead predictions for electricity 
demand / supply for the electricity distributors. 

10.  Fosca comments that maybe we can use a data-driven behavior for doing such predictions. 
Carlo replied that we need a user behavior to do so.  

11.  Fosca asks how incorporate these micro-electricity in our model. Jesus replied that we can 
use the electric vehicles to stabilize the renewable energy input to the grid. Pedro suggests 
that it is quite simple to do with some incentives provided to these micro-electricity producers. 
Jesus added that it is also important and difficult to know if a person would be willing to 
change his/her travel pattern so the car can feed power back to the grid. Fosca adds that it is 
also important to know that how much mobility a user would like to change and also sell / 
provide the rest of its unused power to the grid at certain locations in a zone.  

12.  Pedro asks if our model in WP 6 can take such mobility constraints and incentives into 
account to be able to simulate the users behavior. Luk replied that he in collaboration with 
VITO and UPM are going to present their on-going work EVC-WIDRS that can simulate such 
things without taking into account the Value of Time (VOT). Luk also mentioned that we 
couldn’t take the VOT into account due to no literature available to estimate/calculate it but we 
are using time dependent electricity prices and with some relative utility changes. Pedro 
agrees with Luk on the fact that is very difficult to calculate the value of time for each person 
i.e. when a person can leave the car stationary and make changes to it mobility schedule. 

13. Pedro suggests as a solution that we might be able to work on a semantic or a model that can 
identify different users that are stationary, working from home or could stay in home / work a 
little longer for a certain amount of money. Luk agrees and replied that they are exactly trying 
to find out a similar phenomenon using their approach. Jesus + Pedro added that we might 
need to also change the way we present the incentives to the user e.g. 1 EUR / day vs. 365 
EUR / year to alter the behavior of individuals. Luk replies that they use a concept of relative 
gain / utility to measure individuals behavior but it difficult to compute that what gain can 
trigger such a mobility change.   

14.  Carlo added / suggested that in real comfort of the user is the top priority and a user should 
be can do its travel with some flexibility and gets paid for it then it would be helpful for the user 
to adapt to the suggested travel. Furthermore, he added that the incentive, on an individual 



 
 

 

level, could be little but it would be significant on an aggregate / fleet level also many other 
market players get benefited by not having to invest in the grid. They are studying such 
measure at the moment and cannot put a number on the flexibility concept. He also added 
that from the mobility models we can extract the information about the time slots when the 
users are stationary as these are only flexible slots when the cars can be connected to the 
grid. Pedro agrees with the comments and adds that a user has two roles first as a micro 
electricity producer when stationary and a car driver when mobile.  

15.  Carlo says that it is also interesting for energy providers to know about the number of cars 
available (he assumes that electric cars will be registered with electricity providers for such 
operations) at a certain moment of time connected to the grid to be able to buy intelligently. 
Luk asked if it is necessary to know the location of these cars due to the grid constraints such 
as transformers, capacity, etc. Jesus added that this would not be a problem in a distribution 
grid.  

General Comment about Dissemination 

1. Carlo asked about the DSSTR book’s availability and publisher. Ansar replied that the book is 
going under review phase and will go into publication phase by August 2013 to IGI. The 
printed version will be available from Jan 2014.  

 

6.2 Glossary / Dictionary of Common Terminology 

In this section we present the details of the glossary / dictionary of common terminologies that we 
prepared. 

6.2.1 Glossary IMOB 

1. This document is to be read together with the companion documents. Terms defined in a 
companion document in a DataSIM compatible way, have not be redefined here but are 
referred to. 

2. Terms defined in this document have not been defined in any companion document or 
incompatible definitions occur in the companion documents. 

3. Companion documents 

IMOB GLOSS : IMOB Traffic Science Encyclopedia : see section 6.2.2 (Bruno Kochan) 

CNR GLOSS : ISTI-CNR Glossary : see section 6.2.3  (Chiara Rensi) 

4. Table headers (columns) 

Term : the word or word-sequence for which a definition is given. A number between 
parentheses following the word designates the sequence number in a set of alternative 
definitions for the same word or word-sequence. 

Ref : reference to a companion document or [DEF HERE] meaning that the definition is to be 
found in this document 

Definition/Note : if Ref = [DEF HERE] then this column contains the definition; in any othe 
case the column contains a comment on the definition found elsewhere. Words used here and 
defined in this document have been underlined. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Table 1: DataSIM Glossary 

Term Ref Definition (when defined here) 

or Note (when defined elsewhere) 

activity [DEF HERE] something happening at a specific location during a non-zero 

finite time interval that requires one or more people (that are said 

to execute the activity). An activity thus is bound to a location, a 

period of time and a set of actors (just one in most cases) 

activity based modeling [IMOB GLOSS]  

activity bound cooperation [DEF HERE] Cooperation of two or more actors while performing an activity 

of a given type (activity co-executions (e.g. attending a 

meeting)). 

activityPattern [DEF HERE] Sequence of activityTypes 

activityType [DEF HERE] An enumeration: {HomeAct, Work, DailyShopping, 

NondailyShopping, BringGet, Service, Leisure}. Each name 

designates a class of similar activities. 

actor [DEF HERE] Person who can perform activities in space time 

agent [DEF HERE] Entity (human or other) able to act using autonomous decisions 

agentBasedModeling [DEF HERE] Software based modeling technique that provides facilities for 

entities making autonomous decisions to cooperate (negotiate, 

coordinate, communicate, . . . ) and to evolve (learn, change 

behavior) 

cooperation [DEF HERE] Shared (collaborative) execution of a single episodeComponent 

by multiple actors 

coRouting [DEF HERE] Cooperative routing : cooperatively establishing a route from a 

set of origins to a set of destinations by a set of actors so that the 

route serves the shared (collaborative) execution of exactly one 

trip travelled by each of those actors 

coScheduling [DEF HERE] Cooperative scheduling : joint planning of sequences of 

episodeComponents to be executed by multiple individual actors 

in a context where each individual sequence is constrained by 

episodeComponents belonging to the sequence of different actor 

in the set 

demographic signature  demographic data describing an individual (includes home 

location and work attributes) 

episode(CNR) [CNR GLOSS] (Postfixed because of name clash) definitions used at CNR and 

IMOB respectively are incompatible. 

episodeComponent [DEF HERE] Either the trip or the activity component of an episode(IMOB) 

episode(IMOB) [DEF HERE] (Postfixed because of name clash) An episode in a schedule is a 

combination of a trip and the activity executed at the trip 

destination location 

event(CNR) [CNR GLOSS] (Postfixed because of name clash) definitions used at CNR and 

IMOB respectively are incompatible. 

event(IMOB) [CNR GLOSS] A state change in some system, is assumed to have zero duration 



 
 

 

evolver [DEF HERE] Software tool that calculates all successive states of a 

system/model over time. See also scheduleEvolver and 

trafficEvolver. 

FEATHERS [DEF HERE] Activity-based modeling software. Microsimulator that predicts 

daily schedules for each individual in a synthetic population. The 

software model contains embedded rules specifying application 

domain constraints and predicts individual actor characteristics 

from survey data using decision trees (makes use of an adapted 

Albatross kernel). The original Feathers was built for the flemish 

area (6 million people). 

home location  location where individual lives 

journey [DEF HERE] Syn. trip. Movement from one location to another one. 

location [DEF HERE] An area on the earth surface where people can perform activities 

or can concatenate tripComponents. The size of the area depends 

on the context. When running Feathers predictions, the area has 

a size of abot 1.3[km2] or 5[km2] depending on the model used. In 

a carPooling simulation context, a location can be as specific as a 

home address, a carPool parking or a work site address. 

mode [DEF HERE] Syn. transportationMode. Mode designates the means used to 

move from location to another one. Modes have been defined by 

enumeration : {walk, bike, motorbike, publicTransport, 

carOwnedByDriver.asDriver, 

carNotOwnedByDriver.asCarPooler, 

carNotOwnedByDriver.asTaxiPassenger} 

mode selection [DEF HERE] The act of selecting the mode for a tripComponent while 

planning a schedule 

mode switch [DEF HERE] changing mode when concatenating tripComponents (in a single 

trip) 

perception filter [DEF HERE] In a simulation model, the set of mechanisms related to a single 

actor, that maps the current and future characteristics of the 

environment (universe) to what the particular actor thinks they 

are. Note the word future in the definition. A perception filter 

thus includes the actor’s way of predicting the near future (e.g. 

expected level of congestion while returning back home). 

schedule [IMOB GLOSS] Sequence of episode(IMOB) constituting an agenda for a single 

day for a specific actor (schedule duration is exactly 24 hours). 

schedule evaluator [DEF HERE] Software module that assigns a quality score to a schedule 

according to a schedule S0. A schedule evaluator either results in 

an absolute score (for a single schedule S0) or calculates a relative 

score by comparing two schedules S0 and S1. 

scheduleEvolver [DEF HERE] Evolver able to calculate the effective duration of each 

component (trip, activity) in a schedule thereby moving 

successive planned non-finished components from the future to 

the past while registering the effective amount of time used (e.g. 

expected trip duration can differ from actual one due to faulty 

prediction by the actor or by unexpected event occurrence. 

scheduleExecutor [DEF HERE] Syn. scheduleEvolver 

scheduleGenerator [DEF HERE] Software module that predicts one or more schedules for each 

one of a set of one or more actors. 



 
 

 

socioEconomic signature [DEF HERE] Array of classified values: education level, income category, 

profession type, . . . assigned to a particular individual. 

traffic assignment [IMOB GLOSS]  

trafficEvolver [DEF HERE] Evolver for the state of each traffic participant in a given area and 

time period (bounded spacetime). 

transportation network [IMOB GLOSS]  

trip [DEF HERE] Movement between two locations both of which host an activity. 

Note that tripComponent concatenation (i.e. waiting for a bus 

after finishing a bike ride) is not an activity. 

tripComponent [DEF HERE] Movement between two locations at least one of which hosts a 

modeSwitch 

tripComponent bound 

cooperation 

[DEF HERE] Jointly traveling a tripComponent; at least two actors moving 

along a tripComponent together on purpose (not by unanticipated 

coincidence) : carPooling 

 

6.2.2 Supplementary IMOB Traffic Science Encyclopedia 

 

Accessibility: A concept, describing the ease of reaching an activity location. 

 

Activity-based model: A transportation model that considers travel demand as derived from activities 
and uses activity patterns as input data. (See also ALBATROSS). 

 

ALBATROSS: The underlying methodology and assumptions used in each major step within the 
ALBATROSS model are as follows. The scheduler first starts with an empty schedule or diary where 
after it will evaluate whether or not work activities will be included. If this is the case, then the number 
of work activities will be estimated together with their beginning times and durations. In a second step 
the locations of the work activities are determined. The system sequentially assigns locations to the 
work activities in order of schedule position. This is done by systematically consulting a fixed list of 
specific decision trees. During the third step the model proceeds with the next decision steps, that is: 
selection of work related transport modes, inclusion and time profiling of non-work fixed and flexible 
activities, determination of fixed and flexible activity locations and finally determination of fixed and 
flexible activity transport modes. (See also Activity-Based model, Decision tree and Schedule).  

 

Authority constraint: Regulations that restrict the conduct of activities to certain times. (See also 
Constraint). 

 

Bayesian network: Is a probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of random variables and 
their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG). For example, a Bayesian network 
could represent the probabilistic relationships between diseases and symptoms. Given symptoms, the 
network can be used to compute the probabilities of the presence of various diseases. In Bayesian 
networks edges represent conditional dependencies; nodes which are not connected represent 
variables which are conditionally independent of each other. Each node is associated with a 
probability function that takes as input a particular set of values for the node's parent variables and 
gives the probability of the variable represented by the node. For example, if the parents are m 
Boolean variables then the probability function could be represented by a table of 2m entries, one 
entry for each of the 2m possible combinations of its parents being true or false.  
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Example: Suppose that there are two events which could cause grass to be wet: either the sprinkler is 
on or it's raining. Also, suppose that the rain has a direct effect on the use of the sprinkler (namely that 
when it rains, the sprinkler is usually not turned on). Then the situation can be modeled with a 
Bayesian network (shown). All three variables have two possible values, T (for true) and F (for false). 

 

 

 

Capability constraint: Physical factors that restrict the conduct of activities to certain times. (See also 
Constraint). 

 

CHAID: CHAID is a type of decision tree technique that stands for CHi-squared Automatic Interaction 
Detector. CHAID can be used for prediction as well as classification, and for detection of interaction 
between variables. CHAID detects interaction between variables in the data set. Using this technique it 
is possible to establish relationships between a ‘dependent variable’ – for example readership of a 
certain newspaper – and other explanatory variables such as price, size, supplements etc. CHAID 
does this by identifying discrete groups of respondents and, by taking their responses to explanatory 
variables, seeks to predict what the impact will be on the dependent variable. CHAID is often used as 
an exploratory technique and is an alternative to multiple linear regression and logistic regression, 
especially when the data set is not well-suited to regression analysis. (See also Decision tree) 

 

Confusion matrix: In the field of artificial intelligence, a confusion matrix is a visualization tool typically 
used in supervised learning. Each column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class, 
while each row represents the instances in an actual class. One benefit of a confusion matrix is that it 
is easy to see if the system is confusing two classes (i.e. commonly mislabeling one as another). 
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In the example confusion matrix above, of the 8 actual cats, the system predicted that three were 
dogs, and of the six dogs, it predicted that one was a rabbit and two were cats. We can see from the 
matrix that the system in question has trouble distinguishing between cats and dogs, but can make the 
distinction between rabbits and other types of animals pretty well. 

 

Constraint: A factor, limiting the choice options that an individual faces. 

 

Constraints-based model: A model, assessing the feasibility of activity schedules, given a set of 
constraints. (See also Constraint and Schedule). 

 

Coupling constraint: The fact that certain activities need other individuals or resources to be 
completed, restricting the conduct of activities to certain times and locations. (See also Constraint). 

 

Decision rule: A conditional expression, representing the underlying mechanism or outcome of a 
decision. (See also Decision table and Decision tree). 

 

Decision table: A table, representing the exhaustive set of mutual exclusive conditional expressions 
within a pre-defined problem area. (See also Decision tree and Decision rule). 

 

Decision tree: A decision tree is a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible 
consequences. Often an algorithm as CHAID is used to derive a decision tree. (See also CHAID, 
Decision table and Decision rule). 

 

Discrete choice model: A model, predicting or explaining the choice among discrete choice 
alternatives. Discrete choice models statistically relate the choice made by each person to the 
attributes of the person and the attributes of the alternatives available to the person. For example, the 
choice of which car a person buys is statistically related to the person’s income and age as well as to 
price, fuel efficiency, size, and other attributes of each available car. The models estimate the 
probability that a person chooses a particular alternative. The models are often used to forecast how 
people’s choices will change under changes in demographics and/or attributes of the alternatives. 

 

Duration constraint: The required minimum duration that restricts the conduct of an activity to certain 
times and locations. (See also Constraint). 

 

FEATHERS: In order to facilitate the development and maintenance of activity-based models for 
transport demand, the FEATHERS framework was developed. For this purpose FEATHERS provides 
the tools needed in order to develop and maintain activity-based models in a particular study area. The 
framework supplies tailored memory structures such as, ‘households’, ‘persons’, ‘activities’, ‘trips’, 
‘cars’, etc. and at the same time FEATHERS is also equipped with a database structure  that is able to 
nourish activity-based models being developed, assimilated or modified inside FEATHERS. In such a 
way, in the framework, users can opt for a wide variety of functionalities that are provided by the 
FEATHERS modules facilitating the creation and maintenance of activity-travel demand models. 
Currently the FEATHERS framework incorporates the core of the ALBATROSS Activity-Based 
scheduler.  This scheduler assumes a sequential decision process consisting of 26 decision trees that 
intends to simulate the way individuals build schedules. The output of the model consisting of 
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predicted activity schedules, describes for a given day which activities are conducted, at what time 
(start time), for how long (duration), where (location), and, if travelling is involved, the transport mode 
used and chaining of trips. (See also ALBATROSS). 

 

GIS: A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, 
analyze, manage, and present all types of geographically referenced data. In the simplest terms, GIS 
is the merging of cartography, statistical analysis, and database technology. Examples of GIS systems 
are TransCAD, ArcGIS and Quantum GIS. (See also TransCAD). 

 

Goodness-of-fit: The degree of correspondence between observed and predicted observations. 

 

Household constraint: Characteristic of a household that restricts the conduct of activities to certain 
times and locations. (See also Constraint). 

 

Institutional constraint: See Authority constraint. (See also Constraint). 

 

ITS: The term Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) refers to information and communication technology 
(applied to transport infrastructure and vehicles) that improve transport outcomes such as transport 
safety, transport productivity, travel reliability, informed travel choices, social equity, environmental 
performance and network operation resilience. Interest in ITS comes from the problems caused by 
traffic congestion and a synergy of new information technology for simulation, real-time control, and 
communications networks. Intelligent transport systems vary in technologies applied, from basic 
management systems such as car navigation; traffic signal control systems; container management 
systems; variable message signs; automatic number plate recognition or speed cameras to monitor 
applications, such as security systems; and to more advanced applications that integrate live data and 
feedback from a number of other sources, such as parking guidance and information systems; 
weather information; bridge deicing systems; and the like. 

 

Land use: is the human use of land. Land use involves the management and modification of natural 
environment or wilderness into built environment such as fields, pastures, and settlements. It has also 
been defined as "the arrangements, activities and inputs people undertake in a certain land cover type 
to produce, change or maintain it". 

 

Logical constraint: Inherent factors that restrict the conduct of activities to certain times and locations. 
(See also Constraint). 

 

MATSim: Multi-Agent Transport Simulation Toolkit (MATSim) provides a toolbox to implement large-
scale agent-based transport simulations. The toolbox consists of several modules which can be 
combined or used stand-alone. Modules can be replaced by own implementations to test single 
aspects of your own work. Currently, MATSim offers a toolbox for demand-modeling, agent-based 
mobility-simulation (traffic flow simulation), re-planning, a controller to iteratively run simulations as 
well as methods to analyze the output generated by the modules. The following list shows the key 
features of MATSim: Dynamic and Agent-Based Traffic Simulation, Supports Large Scenarios, 
Modular Approach, Open Source. 
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Micro-simulation: Is a category of computerized analytical tools that perform highly detailed analysis of 
activities or trips such as highway traffic flowing through an intersection. 

 

Monte-Carlo simulation: Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms that rely on 
repeated random sampling to compute their results. Monte Carlo methods are often used in computer 
simulations of physical and mathematical systems. These methods are most suited to calculation by a 
computer and tend to be used when it is infeasible to compute an exact result with a deterministic 
algorithm. 

 

OD matrix: An origin-destination matrix contains traffic flows (most frequently vehicle flows) from every 
origin to every destination. Such tables are often necessary inputs to transportation analysis 
procedures, such as trip distribution or traffic assignment. (See also Traffic assignment). 

 

Overfitting: In statistics, overfitting occurs when a statistical model describes random error or noise 
instead of the underlying relationship. Overfitting generally occurs when a model is excessively 
complex, such as having too many parameters relative to the number of observations. A model which 
has been overfit will generally have poor predictive performance, as it can exaggerate minor 
fluctuations in the data. 

 

Paramics: Is a micro-simulation model that is often used to evaluate the effects of proposed 
interventions before they are implemented in the real world. For example,  Paramics could be used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of lengthening a turn lane at an intersection, and thus help decide whether 
it is worth spending money on actually lengthening the lane. (See also Micro-simulation). 

 

PARROTS: PARROTS is an electronic survey tool for gathering information about respondents’ daily 
schedules (activities and trips). (See also Schedule). 

 

Rule-based model: A transportation model that predicts the behavior of interest using logical rules. 

 

Scenario: A set of assumptions regarding a conceivable future state of the system under investigation. 
Examples: Fuel cost scenario, Aging scenario, Level of Service scenario, Teleworking scenario. (See 
also Feathers). 

 

Schedule: The sequence of activities and trips, conducted during some time period (e.g. one day). 
(See also Feathers). 

 

Scheduling: The organization of activities in time and space. (See also Feathers). 

 

Sequence alignment: A method to equalize two strings of information. 

 

Space-time prism: All possible time-space paths that an individual may use to conduct his activities. 
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Spatial constraint: Spatial factors that restrict the conduct of activities to certain locations. (See also 
Constraint). 

 

Spatial-temporal constraint: The specific combination of spatial and temporal factors that restrict the 
conduct of activities to certain times and locations. (See also Constraint). 

 

Stated preference: A model based on preferences or choices as expressed by individuals for 
hypothetical choice alternatives. 

 

Supervised learning: An algorithm that attempts to discover knowledge from examples, given some 
defined structure. 

 

Synthetic population: A set of households and persons, described in terms of a series of variables, that 
represent the population of a study area. 

 

Test set: A test set is a set of data used in various areas of information science to assess the strength 
and utility of a predictive relationship. Test sets are used in artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
genetic programming, intelligent systems, and statistics. In all these fields, a test set has much the 
same role. A test set is a set of data that is independent of the training data, but that follows the same 
probability distribution as the training data. If a model fit to the training set also fits the test set well, 
minimal overfitting has taken place. If the model fits the training set much better than it fits the test set, 
overfitting is likely the cause.  

 

 

 

A training set (left) and a test set (right) from the same statistical population are shown as blue points. 
Two predictive models are fit to the training data. Both fitted models are plotted with both the training 
and test sets. In the training set, the MSE of the fit shown in orange is 4 whereas the Mean-Squared 
Error (MSE) for the fit shown in green is 9. In the test set, the MSE for the fit shown in orange is 15 
and the MSE for the fit shown in green is 13. The orange curve severely overfits the training data, 
since its MSE increases by almost a factor of four when comparing the test set to the training set. The 
green curve overfits the training data much less, as its MSE increases by less than a factor of 2. (See 
also Overfitting and Training set). 

 

Time constraint: Temporal factors that restrict the conduct of activities to certain times. (See also 
Constraint). 
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Tour: A sequence of trips that start and end and the same location (e.g. home location or work 
location). (See also Trip chain). 

 

Tour-based model: A transportation model that considers travel in the context of  complete tours and 
uses observed tours as input data. 

 

Traffic assignment: Traffic assignment models are used to estimate the flow of traffic on a network. 
These models take as input an OD matrix of flows that indicate the volume of traffic between origin 
and destination (O-D) pairs. The flows for each O-D pair are loaded onto the network based on the 
travel time or impedance of the alternative paths that could carry this traffic. (See also OD matrix). 

 

Traffic flow: 1) In mathematics and engineering, traffic flow is the study of interactions between 
vehicles, drivers, and infrastructure (including highways, signage, and traffic control devices), with the 
aim of understanding and developing an optimal road network with efficient movement of traffic and 
minimal traffic congestion problems. 2) Traffic flow (q) is the number of vehicles passing a reference 
point per unit of time, and is measured in vehicles per hour. The inverse of flow is headway (h), which 
is the time that elapses between the ith vehicle passing a reference point in space and the i+1 vehicle. 
In congestion, h remains constant. As a traffic jam forms, h approaches infinity. 

 

Training set: A training set is a set of data used in various areas of information science to discover 
potentially predictive relationships. Training sets are used in artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
genetic programming, intelligent systems, and statistics. In all these fields, a training set has much the 
same role and is often used in conjunction with a test set. In artificial intelligence or machine learning, 
a training set consists of an input vector and an answer vector, and is used together with a supervised 
learning method to train a knowledge database (e.g. a neural net or a naive bayes classifier) used by 
an AI machine. In statistical modeling, a training set is used to fit a model that can be used to predict a 
"response value" from one or more "predictors." The fitting can include both variable selection and 
parameter estimation. Statistical models used for prediction are often called regression models, of 
which linear regression and logistic regression are two examples. In these fields, a major emphasis is 
placed on avoiding overfitting, so as to achieve the best possible performance on an independent test 
set that follows the same probability distribution as the training set. (See also Test set). 
 
TransCAD: TransCAD is a Geographic Information System (GIS) designed specifically for use by 
transportation professionals to store, display, manage, and analyze transportation data. TransCAD 
combines GIS and transportation modeling capabilities in a single integrated platform. TransCAD can 
be used for all modes of transportation, at any scale or level of detail. TransCAD provides: 1) mapping, 
visualization, and analysis tools designed for transportation applications. 2) Application modules for 
routing, travel demand forecasting, public transit, logistics, site location, and territory management. 
(See also GIS). 
 

TRANSIMS: TRansportation ANalysis SIMulation System (TRANSIMS) is an integrated set of tools 
developed to conduct regional transportation system analyses based on a cellular automata 
microsimulator. It uses a new paradigm of modeling individual travelers and their multi-modal 
transportation based on synthetic populations and their activities. Compared to other transportation 
aggregate models, TRANSIMS represents time consistently and continuously, as well as detailed 
persons and households. Its time-dependent routing and person-based microsimulator also differ from 
other aggregate models. The goal of the methodology is to load traffic onto the network and iterate 
towards the Nash equilibrium. Submodules include population synthesizer, activity generator, route 
planner and microsimulator. Feedback from modules will be next input as the equilibration process 
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iterates. Travelers are modeled to achieve a shorter path that is best for the overall population instead 
of a significantly better route. One important constraint is that travelers choose a transportation mode 
according to travel surveys rather than to optimize their travel needs. 

 

Transportation network: Is typically a network of roads, streets, pipes, aqueducts, power lines, or 
nearly any structure which permits either vehicular movement or flow of some commodity. A transport 
network is used for transport network analysis to determine the flow of vehicles (or people) through it 
within the field of transport engineering, typically using mathematical graph theory. It may combine 
different modes of transport, for example, walking and car to model multi-modal journeys. 

 

Trip: The movement between two activities carried out at different locations. 

 

Trip-based model: A transportation model that uses observed trips as input data. 

 

Trip chain: Any sequence of trips, beginning and ending at home that involves at least one out-of-
home activity. (See also Tour). 

 

Utility-maximizing model: A model based on the assumption that an individual will invariably choose 
the choice alternative that will yield the highest utility. In microeconomics, the utility maximization 
problem is the problem consumers face: "how should I spend my money in order to maximize my 
utility?" It is a type of optimal decision problem. 

 

Validation: A test of model performance against new data. (See also Test set and Training set). 

 

6.2.3 Supplementary Glossary CNR 

 
1. abstract model: A model for representing spatio-temporal data types in terms of indefinite sets. 

For example, a  moving point value is represented as a function from time into point values. 
This is to be contrasted with  discrete model. 

 

2. abstract trajectory: A kind of  semantic trajectory where the sequence of  spatio-temporal 
positions has been replaced by a temporal sequence of geo-objects,  events, or other 
semantic  annotations. Examples are a tra-jectory made up of a sequence of couples (PoI, 
time-interval) or a sequence of PoIs. 

 

3. annotation: In the context of  trajectories, any data that is attached either to a trajectory as a 
whole or to some of its components ( episodes, Begin, End,  spatio-temporal positions). For 
instance, each spatio-temporal position of an ape trajectory can be manually annotated with 
the activity performed by the ape at this position. 

 

4. annotated trajectory: A kind of  semantic trajectory such that the trajec-tory as a whole or 
some of its components (episodes, Begin, End,  spatio- temporal positions) have been 
annotated with semantic  annotations other than geo-objects or  events (e.g., the 
transportation means used, the ac-tivity performed during this component). 
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5. anonymization: A process that transforms data to avoid the re-identi cation of an individual in a 
database. 

 

6. application data repository: External data sources (e.g., application data-bases, geographic 
databases, web pages) that provide contextual data to semantically enrich a  trajectory. 

 

7. association rule: A  pattern that represents relations between variables that occurs frequently 
in a data set. 

 

8. attack model: The capabilities that an  attacker has in its attempt to dis-cover some  sensitive 
information. 

 

9. attacker: An agent who by accessing data wants to infer  sensitive information about an 
individual. 

 

10. cell: In  data warehouses, a single point in a  cube de ned by a set of coordinates, one for 
each of the cube's dimensions. 

 

11. classification: A process that associates an entity to a class drawn from a predefined set of 
alternatives. In data mining, rules to classify entities are usually built directly from data through 
an automatic learning step. 

 

12. cloaked algorithm: An algorithm for the generation of cloaked locations. cloaked location: An 
area which has the purpose of blurring the exact position of the user. It is also referred to as 
obfuscated location. clustering: A process that groups a set of entities into homogeneous 
groups or clusters, such that objects in the same cluster share a common property, i.e., they 
are similar with respect to some similarity measure, and are disimilar (with respect to the same 
measure) from objects in the remaining clusters. 

 

13. compact representation: A relational representation of  moving objects where the entire 
trajectory of an object is stored as an attribute within a single tuple. 

 

14. context: The conditions (circumstances) in which an event, action, move-ment, etc. takes 
place. In particular, spatio-temporal context is important for giving semantics to  movement. 

 

15. cube: In  data warehouses, a multidimensional structure that contains a set of  measures at 
each  cell. Cubes are used to implement  online analytical pro- cessing (OLAP). It is also 
referred to as a hypercube or multidimensional cube. 

 

16. data mining: The process of analyzing large amounts of data to identify un-suspected or 
unknown  patterns that might be of value to an application. Data mining is usually used as a 
synonym of  knowledge discovery. How-ever, data mining refers to a particular step in the 
knowledge discovery process. 
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17. data pre-processing: A step of the  knowledge discovery process where data is prepared 
before  data mining algorithms can be applied. This step usu-ally includes data cleaning, 
where noise in data is reduced, and data prepa-ration, where data is formatted to be mined. 

 

18. data post-processing: A step of the  knowledge discovery process that is ap-plied after  
patterns are extracted from the  data mining algorithms. This step typically includes pattern 
evaluation, interpretation, and visualization. 

 

19. data warehouse: A specific type of  database that supports the decision making process. In a 
data warehouse information is conceptually represented as a    cube composed of  facts,  
measures,  dimensions, and  hierarchies. database: A shared collection of logically related 
data, and a description of this data, designed to meet the information needs of an organization 
and to support its activities. 

 

20. density map: A map that shows the presence of a phenomenon over space, for example, the 
presence of  moving objects, represented as the number per area unit (i.e., density). Densities 
are often represented by colour-coding, where brighter colours correspond to higher densities. 

 

21. dimension: In  data warehouses, one or several related  levels that constitute a specific 
viewpoint for analyzing the  facts. Dimensions may be composed of  hierarchies. 

 

22. discrete model: A model for representing spatio-temporal data types in a finite representation. 
For example, a  moving point value can be represented as a polyline in the (x; y; t) space. This 
is to be contrasted with  abstract model. 

 

23. episode: A maximal subsequence of a  trajectory such that all its  spatio- temporal positions 
comply with a given predicate. Examples include stop and move episodes, and transportation 
means (walk, bus, metro, train) episodes. 

 

24. episodic movement data: Data about spatial positions of  moving objects where the positions 
between the measurements cannot be reliably recon-structed by means of  interpolation,  map 
matching, or other methods due to large time intervals between the measurements. An 
example is positions of mobile phone calls. 

 

25. extraction-transformation-loading (ETL): The process that populates a  data warehouse from 
one or several data sources. It is a three-step process that extracts data from the data 
sources, transforms the data, and loads the data into a data warehouse. An ETL process also 
refreshes the data warehouse at a specified frequency in order to make it up to date. 

 

26. event: A physical or abstract entity having a specific position in time, i.e., interval of its 
existence. An event can be considered as instantaneous if its duration is negligibly small or 
not relevant to an application. Examples of events are a snowfall, a football game, or a traffic 
congestion. 
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27. event-localized trajectory: A kind of  semantic trajectory such that some of its components 
( episodes, Begin, End,  spatio-temporal positions) have been annotated with related  events 
(e.g., this episode took place during this event). 

 

28. fact: A central component of a  data warehouse that contains the  measures to be analyzed. 
Facts are related to  dimensions. 

 

29. flow: An aggregate of multiple  movements from one location to another. Examples include 
count of commuting people or amount of transported goods. A flow can be seen as a vector 
connecting two locations and associated with one or more aggregate attributes derived from 
the individual movements that have been summarized. 

 

30. flow map: A cartographic representation of flows shown in a geographic space. Typically, 
flows are represented by straight or curved lines connecting the start and end locations with 
the thickness proportional to the aggregate attributes. Alternatively, the attributes can be 
represented by varying levels of transparency or by colour-coding. Flow maps are not meant 
to show the actual paths between the locations. 

 

31. frequent pattern: A  pattern that occurs frequently in a data set. 

 

32. hierarchy: In  data warehouses, several related  levels of a  dimension that de ne aggregation 
paths for the  measures. 

 

33. fuzzy spatial object: A spatial object whose extent is represented by a membership function 
indicating the membership degree of each point of the space in the extent of the spatial object. 
The uncertainty is due to imprecision of the meaning of a concept, as in the case of the extent 
of a mountain: each point, depending on its elevation, is more or less part of the mountain. 
This is to be contrasted with  probabilistic and  vague  spatial objects. 

 

34. geo-localized trajectory: A kind of  semantic trajectory such that some of its components 
( episodes, Begin, End,  spatio-temporal positions) have been annotated with related geo-
objects (e.g., this episode took place in-side this geo-object). 

 

35. identifier: One or several attributes that uniquely identify individuals in a  database. For 
example, a Social Security Number uniquely identifies the person with which it is associated. 
This is to be contrasted with  quasi- identifier. 

 

36. knowledge discovery: The process of extracting useful and non trivial knowledge from data. 
Usually it includes three main steps:  data pre- processing,  data mining, and  data post-
processing. When applied to tra-jectory data it is often called mobility knowledge discovery. 

 

37. level: In  data warehouses, a type belonging to a  dimension. A level de nes a set of attributes 
and is typically related to other levels to de ne  hierarchies. 
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38. lifting: A technique to derive operations for spatio-temporal data types from the corresponding 
operations on spatial data types by allowing each argument type to be time dependent.  

 

39. location-based service: An information service accessible through a mobile device that makes 
use of the geographical position of the mobile user. location k-anonymity: A privacy paradigm 
for the protection of the mobile 

 

40. user's identity. An user is k-anonymous with respect to position if his/her position is 
indistinguishable from the position of at least k-1 other users. location prediction: A predictive 
model speci c to  moving objects that is able to forecast the future locations that the object will 
visit. Such models are usually built from a history of past behaviors. 

 

41. location privacy: A special type of information  privacy which concerns the protection of 
personal location information. 

 

42. map matching: The process of combining electronic map with location information to obtain 
the real position of a  moving object in a network. measure: In  data warehouses, a metric that 
quantifies  facts in a  cube. Measures are aggregated along the cube's  dimensions. For 
example, a measure\retail price" states the price at which a product is sold in a given branch 
of a retail store. It can be aggregated along a \Product" dimension to obtain the average retail 
price of a certain product. 

 

43. movement: The sequence of changes in the spatial position of a  moving  object. Movement 
can result from an action performed by a moving object itself to go from one place to another 
(e.g., a person, a car), or by an action performed by other objects that cause the change of 
position of the moving object (e.g., a package, a dead leaf). 

 

44. movement event: An  event occurring during movement of one or more ob-jects, for example, 
change of movement characteristics (speed, direction, etc.), stop, approaching of another 
object, entering a particular place, etc. Movement events are typically  spatial events. 
Movement events can be extracted from  trajectories. 

 

45. movement pattern: A representation that characterizes a speci c behavior shown by one or a 
set of  moving objects. In  data mining, it refers to a  pattern extracted from movement data. 
Examples of movement patterns include  flocks, leadership, converges, encounters, swarms 
and T-pattern. movement track: The sequence of  raw data representing the movement of an 
object for the whole duration of the movement. 

 

46. moving boolean (mbool): In the model of spatio-temporal data types, an abstract data type to 
represent a time dependent boolean. 

 

47. moving object: An object capable of movement or having movement. For simpli cation, we 
assume the moving object is spatially represented as a single moving point. We thus ignore 
shape deformation issues. 
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48. moving point (mpoint): In the model of spatio-temporal data types, an abstract data type to 
represent a  trajectory as a function from time into points in space. The position of the point 
may change continuously. 

 

49. moving real (mreal): In the model of spatio-temporal data types, an ab-stract data type to 
represent a time dependent real number. 

 

50. moving region (mregion): In the model of spatio-temporal data types, an abstract data type to 
represent a time dependent region value as a function from time into values of the region data 
type. The position or shape of the region may change continuously. 

 

51. online analytical processing (OLAP): Interactive analysis of data con-tained in a  data 
warehouse. It comprises a set of  cube operations such as drill down, roll up, slice, and dice. 

 

52. ontology: In computer science, a formal representation of a set of concepts within a domain 
and the relationships between those concepts. Often, formalisms used for representing 
ontologies come with an inference mechanism that allows to perform logical inferences on 
ontologies. 

 

53. origin-destination matrix (OD-matrix): A representation of  ows in the form of matrix where the 
rows and columns correspond to different locations and the cells contain the values of the 
aggregate attributes. 

 

54. pattern: A representation that characterizes a set (or subset) of data in a summarized way. In  
data mining, a pattern is a model that represents a summary of the analysed data set with 
respect to some criteria. 

 

55. point of interest (PoI): A specific location that is of interest in a particular context. Examples 
include monuments, hotels, restaurants, etc. Notice that point of interest is a generic term 
which does not necesarily mean that the specific location has a point geometry, but can be a 
line or a region. A more precise term is place of interest in which the type of the associated 
geometry is not specified. 

 

56. privacy: The right of an individual to the non-identifiability and to the protection of his/her 
personal  sensitive information. 

 

57. privacy by design: The approach of embedding  privacy protection into the design, operation, 
and management of information processing technologies and systems. 

 

58. privacy personalization: Users' preferences about the requested level of  privacy. 

 

59. privacy-enhancing technologies: Information and communication tech-nologies for the 
protection of information  privacy. 
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60. privacy-preserving data publishing: The approach of guaranteeing  privacy protection during 
data publication. 

 

61. privacy-preserving data mining: The approach of guaranteeing  privacy protection during  
datamining. 

 

62. probabilistic spatial object: A spatial object whose extent is represented by a probability 
(density) function determining the probability that a given point is inside the extent of the 
spatial object. The uncertainty is due to the lack of knowledge, as in the case of the area of 
sea covered by oil in case of an oil spill at a given position. This is to be contrasted with  fuzzy 
and  vague spatial objects. 

 

63. quasi-identifier: One or several attributes that can be linked to external information for 
identifying the individuals to whom the information refers to. An example is zip code, birth 
date, and gender. This is to be contrasted with  identifier. 

 

64. raw data: Data as captured by the sensing devices and transmitted to the receiver. It is a 
sequence of  spatio-temporal positions. 

 

65. raw trajectory: A  trajectory that holds only  raw data. Antonym:  semantic  trajectory. 

 

66. semantic trajectory: A kind of  trajectory for which semantic informa-tion has been recorded: 
geo-objects,  events, semantic  annotations. There are several (non disjoint) kinds of semantic 
trajectories:  structured,  geo- localized,  event-localized,  annotated, and  abstract. Antonym:  
raw trajectory. 

 

67. sensitive information: Personal data, such as medical or salary data, that should not be 
associated to a subject's identity. It is also referred to as private information. 

 

68. sliced representation: A representation for  moving objects using a  discrete  model. In this 
representation the development is split into slices defined by disjoint time intervals and the 
development within the slice is represented by a simple function. 

 

69. sound trajectory: A  trajectory that has been preprocessed for making it clean (i.e., without 
noise), accurate (i.e.,  map-matched), and possibly com-pact (i.e.,  compressed). 

 

70. space-time cube (STC): A unified representation of space and time as a 3-dimensional cube in 
which two dimensions represent space and one dimension represents time.  Spatio-temporal 
positions can be represented as points in an STC and trajectories as three-dimensional lines. 

 

71. spatial event: An  event having specific position in space, which is not nec-essarily constant 
during the time of event's existence. An event may be considered as spatial or not depending 
on the spatial scale of the analysis. spatio-temporal position: A position of a  moving object at 
a given instant, represented by a tuple containing at least two data (instant, point), where point 
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is recorded in 2D (x; y) or 3D (x; y; z). While simple tracking devices transmit mere couples of 
(instant, point), more sophisticated devices can also transmit more data, e.g., instant speed or 
stillness, direction, rotation,and acceleration. 

 

72. space-time prism: The set of all points that can be reached by a  moving  object given a 
maximum possible speed between a starting and an ending point in space-time. A space-time 
prism can represent the uncertainty about the position of a moving object between two known 
(measured) positions. 

 

73. structured trajectory: A kind of  semantic trajectory whose sequence of  spatio-temporal 
positions has been enhanced by one or several  segmentations. 

 

74. trajectory: A part of the movement of an object that is of interest for a given application and 
defined by a time interval that is included inside the lifespan of the movement. The two 
extreme positions of the trajectory are called its Begin and End positions. In the model of 
spatio-temporal data types, a trajectory is represented by the  moving point data type. 

 

75. trajectory behavior: A trend characterizing some  trajectories. From a data management 
viewpoint, a trajectory behavior is a Boolean predicate on trajectories that can rely on any 
characteristic of the trajectories (e.g.,  spatio-temporal positions,  episodes,  annotations), 
contextual data linked to the trajectories (e.g., attribute values of geo-objects linked to stop 
episodes) and relationships to geo-objects, events or other moving objects. 

 

76. trajectory clustering: The process of  clustering a set of  trajectories into homogeneous groups 
according to one or more properties characterizing them. These properties can be spatial 
(e.g., start position, end position, length), temporal (e.g., start time, end time, duration), or 
dynamic (e.g., position, direction, and speed at different time moments). 

 

77. trajectory collective behavior: A  trajectory behavior that bears on a set of  trajectories, i.e., a 
Boolean predicate p(ST ) where ST is a set of trajectories containing more than one trajectory. 

 

78. trajectory compression: The task of reducing the amount of data related to a given  trajectory 
by preserving its major characteristics. 

 

79. trajectory data mining: A specific type of  data mining process applied to  trajectory data. It is 
also referred to as mobility data mining. 

 

80. trajectory data warehouse: A specific type of  data warehouse that stores  trajectory data. 

 

81. trajectory database: A specific type of  database that stores  trajectory data. It is also referred 
to as moving object database. 

 

82. trajectory individual behavior: A  trajectory behavior that bears on a  trajectory, i.e., a Boolean 
predicate p(T ) where T represents a trajectory. trajectory interpolation: Reconstruction of the 
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most probable positions of a  moving object at the time moments between the moments of the 
measurements. 

 

83. trajectory segmentation: A partitioning of the sequence of  spatio-temporal  positions of a  
trajectory into disjoint sub-sequences (the  episodes) according to a given predicate. 

 

84. unit: An element of the  sliced representation of a moving object. Each moving data type (e.g.,  
moving point) has a corresponding unit type (e.g., unit point). 

 

85. unit representation: A relational representation of  moving objects where the  trajectory of an 
object is stored within multiple tuples, each storing one  unit as an attribute. 

 

86. vague spatial object: A spatial object whose extent is represented by the spatial extents of the 
kernel part, which is certainly part of the object, and of the conjecture part, that could contain 
part of the object. An example is the habitat of a wild animal: The kernel part is the known 
habitat, whereas the conjecture part is the region that we suppose to be part of it. This is to be 
contrasted with  fuzzy and  probabilistic spatial objects. 

 

87. visual analytics: The science of combining automated analysis techniques with interactive 
visualizations for an effective understanding, reasoning, and decision making on the basis of 
very large and complex data sets. 
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